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AIMS OF THE CODE

PORTA NORTE

The aims of the Design Code for
Porta Norte are fourfold:
• First, to provide a framework to ensure the
town is developed in accordance with the
principles of the master plan.
• Secondly, to ensure a quality of development
consistent with the vision that has been laid
out for Porta Norte, which will increase in
value as the town grows.
• Thirdly, to give certainty to the local planning
authority and community over the nature of
development that is to make up the town of
Porta Norte.
• 
Fourthly, to protect against unacceptable
development not consistent with the
overriding objectives and guiding principles
for the town.

When enacted as proposed, the
Design Code will achieve the
following objectives:
• It enables the construction of the new town
of Porta Norte as delineated in the master
plan conceived at the 2015 charrette.
• 
It utilizes a type of zoning category (the
transect zone) that ranges systematically
from the countryside to the urban core.
• 
It integrates the design process across
professional disciplines.
• 
It establishes parity of process for the
development of existing and new urban
areas.
• It integrates protocols for the preparation
and processing of plans.
• It provides a level of certainty over the type
and quality of development that will be
delivered, thereby encouraging the efficiency
of administrative approvals.
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• It encourages specific outcomes through
incentives, and through clarity of design in
terms of the structure and content of the
master plan.
• 
It specifies standards parametrically (by
range) in order to minimize the need for
variances, whilst encouraging variety.
• 
It encourages and protects development
patterns that are mixed-use and pedestrianfriendly.
• It preserves public civic spaces in the form of
parks, squares, and other community
gathering places.
• It enables architects and planners working
within the town to continue adhering to the
master plan for decades to come.

The Structure of the Design Code
follows the principles of the New
Urbanism:
• It recognizes that Porta Norte is composed
of a Regional Center, a Town Center, and a
series of Neighborhoods divided into
development Sectors.
• It is a form-based code that includes
definitions and instructions that explain the
larger context and overall goals within the
Sectors.
• It is based on the principles of the rural-tourban transect, which establishes a structure
for arranging densities and building types
that are complementary and transitional
rather than requiring buffers.
• It refers to the SmartCode, which is a formbased code that has been employed as a
template for urban design in hundreds of
communities.
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TRANSECT-BASED PLANNING

PRINCIPLES

One of the principles of Transect-based planning is that certain
elements support each other symbiotically, while others
undermine each other. For example, an apartment building
belongs in a more urban setting, a house in a more rural setting.
Streets are urban in character, and roads are rural. A deep
suburban setback undermines the spatial enclosure of an urban
street and is out of context. These distinctions expand the
range of environments, preventing their homogenization. This is
the antidote for the one-size-fits-all development of today.
As places,Transect Zones display identifiable characteristics that
increase in complexity and intensity over time, until a “climax
condition” is reached. This is a process analogous to succession
in natural environments.

participants.The SmartCode allows buildings to be designed by
many over time. The single designer or committee leads to
vulnerable monocultures as in nature. A parametric and
successional code like the SmartCode allows experience to
feed back and become integrated. Once adopted, a SmartCode
allows urbanism to evolve and mature without losing its
necessary framework.
It also ensures that citizens will not have to scrutinize all
proposed projects, because the intentions of the community
will have already been determined in the calibration process
that leads to the code.

NATURAL
ZONE

T2

RURAL
ZONE

T3

URBAN EDGE
ZONE

T4

URBAN
TRANSITION
ZONE

creates meaningful choices in their habitats. Near the close of
the 20th century, New Urbanist designers recognized that the
natural transect was analogous to the social spectrum of urban
patterns.

The SmartCode is a transect-based code. The transect, first
conceived by Alexander Von Humboldt at the close of the 18th
century, is a geographical cross-section intended to reveal a
sequence of environments. Originally, it was used to analyze
natural habitats. It conceptualizes the constituent elements of
specific habitats where certain flora and fauna thrive in symbiotic
relationship to the minerals and microclimate.

The rural-to-urban Transect is divided into six zones for
application on conventional zoning maps. These six habitats
vary by the level and intensity of their natural and social
character, providing immersive environments from rural to
urban. Elements are coordinated by these T-zones at all scales
of planning, from the region through the community scale down
to the individual lot and building.

Human beings also thrive in different places.There are those who
prefer to avoid urban centers and those who would wither in a
rural hamlet. Humans need a system that preserves and

The best urbanism requires the sequential effect of many

T1

“A town is saved, not more by the righteous
men in it than by the woods and swamps
that surround it.”
-Henry David Thoreau

T5

URBAN CENTER
ZONE

T6

URBAN CORE
ZONE

SD

SPECIAL
DISTRICT
BACK DUNE

A Typical Rural-Urban Transect, with Transect Zones

SECONDARY DUNE
TROUGH
PRIMARY DUNE
BEACH
OCEAN
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Transect-Based Planning

TRANSECT ZONE DESCRIPTIONS
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T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

NATURAL

RURAL RESERVE

URBAN EDGE

URBAN TRANSITION

URBAN CENTER

URBAN CORE

Consists of areas approximating a
wilderness condition, including lands
unsuitable for settlement due to
topography, hydrology, or vegetation.

Consists of sparsely settled areas in
open or cultivated states. These include
woodland, agricultural land, grassland,
and upland areas. Typical buildings are
farmhouses, agricultural buildings, cottages, and individual houses.

Consists primarily of lower density residential areas that has some mixed-use.
Home working buildings and outbuildings are allowed. Planting is naturalistic,
and setbacks are relatively deep. Blocks
may be large and the roads irregular to
accommodate natural conditions.

Consists of a mixed-use but primarily residential urban fabric.It contains a wide range
of building types. Setbacks and plantings
are variable. Streets define medium-sized
blocks with buildings set near to sidewalks.

Consists of higher density mixed-use
buildings that accommodate retail,
offices, townhouses, and apartments.
It has a tight network of streets, with
wide footpaths, steady street tree
planting, and buildings set adjacent to
the sidewalks.

Consists of the highest density and
height, with the greatest variety of
uses, and civic buildings of regional
importance. Streets have steady
street tree planting, and buildings are
set close to wide sidewalks.Typically
only large towns and cities have an
Urban Core Zone.

General Character Natural landscape General Character Primarily
General Character
with some agricultural use
agricultural with woodland & wetland Lawns and landscaped yards surrounding
and scattered buildings
detached single-family houses; pedestrians occasionally

General Character
Mix of houses, townhouses & small
apartment buildings, with scattered
commercial activity; balance between
landscape and buildings; presence of
pedestrians

General Character
Stores mixed with townhouses, larger
apartment houses, offices, workplace,
and civic buildings; predominantly attached buildings; trees within the public
right-of-way; substantial pedestrian
activity

General Character
Medium to high-density mixed-use
buildings, entertainment, civic, and
cultural uses. Attached buildings
forming a continuous street wall;
trees within the public right-ofway; highest pedestrian and public
transport activity

Building Placement
Not applicable

Building Placement Variable Setbacks

Frontage Types
Not applicable

Frontage Types
Frontage Types
Frontage Types
Yard, fences, naturalistic tree planting, Yard, fences, naturalistic tree planting, Yard, fences, frontstrips, forecourt
walls and dykes
walls and dykes

Frontage Types
Stoops, Shopfront, Galleries, Arcades

Frontage Types
Stoops, Terraces, Frontstrips, Forecourts, Shopfront, Galleries, and
Arcades

Building Height
Not applicable

Building Height
1- to 2-Stories with some 3-Stories

Building Height
1- to 2-Stories with some 3-Stories

Building Height
2- to 4-Stories

Building Height
2- to 8-Stories

Building Height
2- to 20-Stories

Type of Civic Space
Not applicable

Type of Civic Space
Parks, Greenways

Type of Civic Space
Parks, Greenways

Type of Civic Space
Squares, Greens

Type of Civic Space
Type of Civic Space
Parks, Plazas and Squares, median Parks, Plazas and Squares; median
planting
planting

Building Placement
Building Placement
Building Placement
Building Placement
Large and variable front and sideyard Doorfront to medium front and side- Doorfront Setbacks or none; buildings Doorfront Setbacks or none; buildSetbacks
yard Setbacks
oriented to street defining a street wall ings oriented to street, defining a
street wall
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THE REGULATING PLAN

ALLOCATION OF TRANSECT ZONES

The regulating plan assigns transect zones to
the structure plan. Each transect zone regulates
the development intensity and mix of uses
available within the developable areas as well as
available uses of open space.
Open Space
Civic
T6
T5
T4
T3

S-5.1

Highway

S-5.3

Major Streets

S-5.2

Intermediate Streets
Minor Street and Pedestrian Connections

S-5.4
S-5.5

Porta Norte Sectors:
A sector is a development area that is intended to be
designed/developed by one sub-developer, such as the
Town Center, Retail Center, or a portion of a
neighborhood.
Phase One:

S-1.1 to S-1.9

Phase Two:

S-2.1 to S-2.7

Phase Three:

S-3.1 to S-3.5

Phase Four:

S-4.1 to S-4.4

Phase Five:

S-5.1 to S-5.9

S-5.8
S-5.9
S-5.7

Town Center: S-3.4, S-3.5
Regional Retail: S-1.4 to S-1.7
8
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The Regulating Plan

ALLOCATION OF TRANSECT ZONES

S-3.1

S-4.1

S-3.2

S-2.1-B
S-4.2

S-4.3

S-3.3

S-2.1-A

S-3.5
S-3.4

S-4.4

S-2.2

S-1.3

S-2.6
S-2.5

S-2.3

S-1.2

S-1.1
S-1.8

S-2.4
S-1.9

S-1.4
S-1.5
S-1.7
S-1.6
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GENERAL STANDARDS

PROCESS & APPLICABILITY

Article 1: Process & Applicability
Introduction

Approval Authority Chart

The Master Plan consist of six neighborhoods, a town center, and a regional center
to be implemented in a series of smaller sectors with a variety of uses and
densities all connected by a street network with a hierarchy of capacity and
character.

Modifications to the Plan and Standards may be initiated by either
the Master Developer or Sub-developer. Authority of approval is
as shown in the table to the right.

The Regulating Plan distributes uses and densities across the sectors supporting
the walkable neighborhood structure.
The Code regulates elements of the structure plan, and defines the process
through which the fine grained detail is regulated.
The Master Developer/ Town Architect shall administer this Code, and the Subdevelopers shall prepare Sector Plans/Plat Maps for the Master Developer’s
review and approval. At the level of the building, Architects will go through a
Design Review Process and seek final approval by the Master Developer/ Town
Architect.

Approval Authority Chart
REVIEW AUTHORITY ROLE
MASTER DEVELOPER

SUB-DEVELOPERS

Verification of Compliance

A

I

Interpretation

A

I

ADMINISTRATIVE

APPLICATION REVIEW
Rezoning

I

A

Master plan

I

A

Sector plans

A

I

Final plat

A

I

Building and Site plan

A

I

Civic Space Plan

A

I

Civic Building Plan

A

I

A

I

The Code
a. This Code applies to all sectors within the Porta Norte Master Plan.
b. The existing codes of Panama continue to apply. When in conflict the
provisions of the Porta Norte Code take precedence.
c. The provisions of this Code are the minimum. The Master Developer
may request changes and improvement at their discretion.
d. This Code shall be administered by the Master Developer prior to
submittal to the Panama authorities for their approval.
e. The code shall be administered at the level of the Sector. The entire
sector shall be designed as one entity by the Subdeveloper for approval
by the Master Developer.
f. This code is applied by Transect-zone. Each of the Transect-zones shall
have rules regarding:
i. setback,
ii. height,
iii. first-floor use,
iv. architectural syntax, and
v. parking, landscaping and thoroughfares.
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MUNICIPALITY

SPECIAL REVIEWS

LEGISLATIVE
Code Amendments
A – Approves
R – Initiates
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SECTOR STANDARDS

NEIGHBORHOODS, SECTORS, AND BLOCKS
Article 2: Neighborhood Standards
2.1
2.1.1

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3

2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4

Intent
In accordance with the intent of this Code, this Article
regulates the preparation of regulating plans that assign
transect zones, civic zones, and thoroughfares based on
the following premises:
a. That neighborhoods should be composed of a diverse mix of uses and types of dwellings, promoting
a coherent and diverse local community.
b. That commercial uses should be distributed throughout neighborhoods to provide daily needs within
walking distance of most dwellings.
c. That civic spaces and buildings should be allocated
to provide meeting and recreation space within and
between neighborhoods.
Instructions
This Article sets forth the standards applicable to the
preparation or modification of the current regulating
plan.
Regulating plans may be modified at the scale of the
neighborhood planning area according to the regulations
of this Article.
Regulating plans shall assign the following for each allocation area in the Structure Plan:
a. Transect zones
b. Civic zones
c. Thoroughfare network
d. Special Districts (optional)
Transect Zones
Transect zone assignments shall be structured by neighborhood planning areas according to the structure plan.
Transect-zones shall be assigned in each sector according to the Regulating Plan.
Areas of Special Districts shall be exempted from transect zone allocation requirements.
Sector Plans should assign a minimum of one civic building or civic space in the form of a square, plaza, green,
or playground.

2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.4

Civic Zones
Civic zones are dedicated for public use and may be
assigned as civic space and civic building or civic zone
in general.
Parking requirements for civic zones shall be determined
by the Master Developer.

3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2

Thoroughfares
A thoroughfare designation plan shall accompany the
regulating plan, specifying the thoroughfare assemblies
in each neighborhood planning area.
Areas mapped as major thoroughfares in the structure
plan shall be within the ranges of 33 and 15 metre
rights-of-way.
The Thoroughfare Designation Plan shall map minor
thoroughfares specifying the location of thoroughfares
of 15 and 10 metre rights-of-way.
All thoroughfares shall terminate on other thoroughfares forming a network. Culs-de-sac shall be subject
to approval by warrant to accommodate specific site
conditions including topography and noxious uses.

3.4
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3

Article 3: Sector and Block Standards
3.1
3.1.1

3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
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Intent
In accordance with the intent of this Code, this Article
regulates the preparation Sector Block Plans based on
the premise that housing, employment and retail markets change over time and blocks may need to adjust
to meet evolving requirements.
Instructions
This Article sets forth the standards applicable to the
design and modification of block plans.
Plans required by this Article are subject to administrative approval by the Master Developer.
Block plans submitted for approval shall demonstrate
compliance with:
a. Discretionary thoroughfares (Section 3.3)
b. Lot standards (Section 3.4)
c. Lot access (Section 3.5)

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3

Discretionary Thoroughfares
Sector plans shall provide discretionary thoroughfares, a
pedestrian path or vehicular thoroughfare of 15 metres
or less right-of-way.
Discretionary thoroughfare locations may be modified
within a sector plan.
a. The number of discretionary thoroughfares provided
shall be no less the number assigned in the master
plan.
b. Connectivity shall be provided across the block in the
direction indicated by the master plan.
c. Sector plans shall be designed to define internal
blocks not exceeding an average perimeter of 400
meters.
Lot Standards
Lots shall be assigned transect zones according to the
regulating plan.
Lots assigned for parking may not be located along major
thoroughfares, as indicated in the master plan.
The portion of a lot fronting a thoroughfare or a passage shall be designated its principal frontage. Corner
lots shall have designated a principal frontage along the
thoroughfare or passage of higher pedestrian importance and a secondary frontage along the remaining
frontage. Lots, other than corner lots, fronting more than
one thoroughfare or passage shall have their frontages
determined by master developer/ town architect and
may be subject to more than one principal frontage.
Lot Access
Each lot shall enfront a vehicular or pedestrian thoroughfare except lots that enfront trails and natural greenways.
Vehicular access to lots in T3 and T4 may be directly
from a frontage.
Vehicular access to lots in T5 and T6 shall be from a
rear alley or lane. Parking garages and underground
parking lots in T5 and T6 may be accessed directly from
a secondary frontage. (See Definitions)
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Sector Standards

COMPLIANCE, ARCHITECTURE, PARKING, SIGNAGE, & LANDSCAPE
Article 4: Compliance
4.1
4.1.1

4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5

Compliance to Standards
All buildings in Porta Norte shall be subject to these
Standards. Drawings shall be submitted to the Town
Architect/ Master Developer to verify compliance to
these Standards.
Construction, which does not comply with these Standards, shall be demolished by the Master Developer at
the written request of the Town Architect.
Compliance shall be as determined exclusively by the
Town Architect/ Master Developer. All dimensional requirements will be accepted within a parameter of 10%.
Variances may be requested of the Town Architect/
Master Developer on the basis of architectural merit.
Civic buildings are exempt from the provisions of these
Standards. The design of such buildings shall be negotiated with the Town Architect/ Master Developer.

Article 5: Architectural Standards
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2

5.2
5.2.1

General
Architecture in the Northern portion of the site shall
be designed in a modern architectural style, clearly
responding to local climate and materials.
Architecture in the Southern portion of the site shall be
designed in a traditional style, based upon the precedent
of the Casco Viejo of Panama City, Panama.
Recommended References
Texts that may offer style guidance for traditional and
classical architecture include:
a. The American Vignola: A Guide to the Making of
Classical Architecture (Dover Architecture) by William R. Ware.
b. Get Your House Right: Architectural Elements to Use
& Avoid by Marianne Cusato (Author), Ben Pentreath
(Author), Richard Sammons (Author), Leon Krier
(Author), H.R.H. The Prince of Wales (Foreword).
c. Traditional Construction Patterns: Design and Detail
Rules-of-Thumb by Stephen Mouzon (Author), Susan
Henderson (Author).

5.3
5.3.1
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a principal building along the principal frontage.
b. The facade of the principal building shall be built
parallel to a rectilinear principal frontage line or to
the tangent of a curved principal frontage line.
c. Buildings shall consist of façades and elevations, and
all public and semi-public spaces shall have building
frontage.
d. All facades shall be built along the Frontage Line in
a setback of 2.5m.
5.4
5.4.1

5.4.2

5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6

5.4.7
5.4.8

5.5
5.5.1

Building Disposition (see Table B)
Buildings shall be disposed on a lot as follows:
a. Lots containing one or more structures shall include

5.5.2

Building Height (see Table G &H)
Building height shall be measured in stories for each level
above-ground. Stories may not exceed 4.5 meters in
height. Ceiling heights shall be a minimum of 3.20m on
upper floors and 4m on the ground floor.
First floor commercial functions shall have a minimum
story height of 4.0 meters and a maximum of 7 meters.
A single floor level exceeding 4.5 meters, or 7 meters at
floor level, shall be counted as two (2) stories.
First floor residential or lodging functions should be
raised a minimum of 45 centimeters from average
sidewalk grade at the principal frontage.
Height limits do not apply to attics or raised basements,
masts, clock towers, chimney flues, water tanks, or
elevator bulkheads.
Mezzanines extending beyond 20% of the floor area
shall be counted as an additional story.
For multi-story garages attached to a building or buildings for at least 50% of their perimeter, their height shall
not exceed the eave height of the attached building or
buildings.
A portion of the principal building no greater that 36
sq. m. may exceed the height limit by one story, subject
to approval by the Town Architect/ Master Developer.
In the T6-zones, building footprints shall not exceed
21m x 38m of enclosed space, and the upper 4 floors
shall not be greater than 60% in enclosed area of the
floors below. In addition, the high-rises shall have
continuous balconies up to 2.5m in depth. Fully glassed
interior spaces may encroach into the balconies up to
35% of the depth.
Building Frontages (see Table A)
Those aspects related to the overall composition of the
facade are addressed in this section. Others, generally
concerned with elements in detail, appear in subsequent
sections.
The frontage of a building is a primary contribution to

pedestrian activity. The frontage is that elevation which
faces a public street or public open space. Frontages
are sometimes called facades. Elevations to interior side
and rear property lines (including those facing alleys)
shall not constitute frontages. Greater care shall be
lavished on frontages by the architect’s design and the
relative allocation of expense and workmanship by the
Developer/ Sub-developer.
5.5.3 The frontages of new buildings shall be harmonious with
the block face on both sides of its street.
5.5.4 The base is comprised of the first to third stories of
the frontage of a building. It is this portion that has the
greatest effect on pedestrian activity. The design of the
base, as well as the quality and durability of its materials,
should be emphasized.
5.5.5 In addition to a base, an urban building includes a middle
section and a cap. The middle of the building shall be
differentiated from the base by a transition line at the
top of the first, second or third floor. The transition line’s
specific location is determined primarily by the overall
height of the building and that of the adjacent buildings. If adjacent buildings are lower than the proposed
building, and judged likely to be permanent, then an
effort should be made to have the transition line relate
to them (see Definitions).
5.5.6 Base frontages are, in descending order of their positive pedestrian contribution; (a) a gallery or arcade; (b)
a shopfront with awning; (c) a residential stoop; (d) a
fence and porch; (e) a landscaped front yard; (f) a blank
wall; (g) an unbuffered parking structure; and (h) an
open parking lot. The latter three types shall be avoided.
5.5.7 The roof of a building may be flat, pitched, or both.
The rooftop must be designed to be seen from taller
buildings, existing or potential. If the roof is flat, designing it as a terrace attached to a partial penthouse is the
best way to achieve visual adequacy. The materials,
landscaping and furnishing of a terrace provides an
adequate visual finish.
5.5.8 Enclosed space at the rooftop shall be no grater than
35% of the floor below.
5.5.9 The location and masking of rooftop machinery shall
be as consciously designed as any other aspect of the
building. Adequate parapets shall mask any negative
impact from street level, as well as horizontally from
adjacent building.
5.5.10 Parking decks shall not be considered exempt from the
provisions of these guidelines. Particular attention shall
be placed in the design and programming of the base
of parking decks. On streets that require pedestrian

continuity, the building shall be masked by a habitable
liner building, and the decks above shall be screened
from view by a designed facade.
5.6
5.6.1

5.6.2

5.6.3

5.6.4

5.6.5
5.6.6

5.6.7
5.6.8

5.6.9

Integral Elements:
Wall finish ( including walls, chimneys and other appurtenances) shall be primarily smooth stucco or its visual
equivalent. Materials at the base shall be more durable
and easier to repair than those at the middle and top.
Certain trim elements (especially at the eaves or associated with balconies and trellises) may be made of heavy,
finished timber. Wood may be used for the fabrication
of small architectural elements such as posts, brackets
and railings.
The openings on a frontage must remain within a
void-to-solid ratio of no more than 45 percent with
each facade measured independently. The void-to-solid
calculations shall not include the shopfront. Disharmony
arises when the range of void-to-solid variation is extreme, approaching that of the all-glass office building,
or the multi-balconied condominium.
The solid-to-void ratio of the frontage includes fenestration (windows ), porches, arcades, loggias and balconies.
The minimum requirement for fenestration on facades
shall be 20 percent.
Commercial fenestration at the base – as in shopfronts
— has the opposite constraint. It should be not less
than 70 percent void.
Balconies are elements of the vernacular, but they must
be used sparingly. This pertains to indented balconies
(loggias) or to cantilevered ones. The effect of a facade
saturated with balconies is no less disruptive than the
all-glass building described. Balconies are best used as
a single, continuous element at the location of the upper -or lower- expression lines. They may also be used
singly as a periodic element of the facade composition.
Multiple balconies, if required, shall be confined to the
rear and side elevations unless, at the build out of the
block, they would not remain permanently visible.
Cantilevered balconies shall be no deeper than 1.5 meter in the southern portion of the site and 2.5 meters
in the northern portion of the site.
Cantilevered balconies shall be visibly supported by
brackets. In the case of balconies that are nearly flush
with the facade and associated with inwardly swinging doors (French balconies), there may be as many
balconies as there are doors. Being co-planar with the
façade, such balconies do not de-materialize the facade.
Balconies may have masonry or metal parapets.
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Sector Standards

COMPLIANCE, ARCHITECTURE, PARKING, SIGNAGE, & LANDSCAPE
5.6.10 All windows, except storefronts, shall be operable as
hung or casement. Exterior doors and windows shall
be hinged or slide vertically (not horizontal).
5.6.11 Sliding and awning windows shall not be permitted,
except those in high-rise construction in the northern
portion of the site.
5.6.12 Whenever insect screens are provided, they shall cover
the full opening, not just the operable portion.
5.6.13 A majority of the windows shall be rectangular with a
height-to-width ratio of 1:2. An allowance is made for
a certain number of square, circular and semi-circular
windows, but these shall be in the minority.
5.6.14 Windows shall be subdivided into lights by muntins, and
the lights shall be square or vertical in proportion. The
lights throughout the building shall be uniform in size or
proportion, an exception being when windows become
gradually smaller toward the upper stories. Muntins on
windows at ground level shall be true divided lites.
5.6.15 The general characteristic of the Panamanian architectural vernacular is that of mass and weight. Thus,
showing the frontage wall thickness is integral to the
Spanish Revival vernacular. Under no circumstances
shall the windows be installed flush with the outer surface of the facade. Installation should be flush with the
interior wall, as this increases the depth of the shadow
cast. It is possible to turn the masonry unit inward at
each opening to visually create a thick wall . This shall
be the practice in the case of French balconies, loggias
and larger openings.
5.6.16 Window sills should be provided, and lintels may be
shown. The window sill should slightly overlap the width
of the window opening, but shall not project more than
5 centimeters.
5.6.17 The Town Architect/ Master Developer shall approve
railings and balusters.
5.6.18 Arched openings and the pattern of doors and windows shall be approved by the Town Architect/ Master
Developer.
5.6.19 Arcades and galleries shall be permitted to overlap the
enfronting setback. The opening of the arcade on the
facade must be vertical in proportion, measured to the

5.7.2
5.7.3

5.7.4

5.7.5

lintel or the top of the arch.
5.7
5.7.1

Attached Elements (see Table E)
Storefront glass shall be clear, as any saturation will cause
the display to become invisible behind the resulting
reflection. Neither reflective (mirror) nor colored glass
shall be permitted on any shopfront or windows above.

5.7.6
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The shopfront door, signage and lighting shall be designed as a unified design.
Signage shall be permitted within the following constraints:
a. A building may have a postal number applied anywhere in the entrance area.
b. One two-sided blade sign is permitted for each business with a door on the sidewalk level. The blade sign
shall be securely affixed to the facade or storefront
and may project over the sidewalk so long as it does
not interfere with pedestrian flow. The blade sign
may not exceed 0.4 square meters in area (including mounting hardware) and may not be translucent.
c. Each building may have a single sign band 60 percent
of the width of the building frontage, with a height
not to exceed 1 meters. The sign shall be integrally
designed with the building or the associated storefronts in material and paint color. The sign band may
only be externally lit.
d. A logo inscribed on the storefront glass is permitted.
e. An awning may have an inscription on its flap, so long
as it does not exceed 15 centimeters in height.
f. The building shall have the name of its architect and
the year of its construction inscribed on a plaque and
permanently affixed in a conspicuous location.
Awnings shall be colored canvas or painted metal.
Awnings shall be straight, even when associated with
arched openings. Such awnings shall be open at their
ends (without triangular panels), and they may be fixed
or retractable. Awnings shall overlap the front setback
and may also encroach into the sidewalk as much as
possible, the encroachment being confined only by
street lamps, street trees and potential interference
with parked vehicles at the curb.
Facade colors shall be selected from a single quadrant
of the color wheel. This technique, without specifying
particular colors, allows a range that is automatically
harmonious. In addition to white, the designated quadrant shall be the lighter saturations of the yellow-to-red
quadrant. This encompasses the cream, ochre, pink,
terracotta, range. Trim and attached elements may be
white or a darker or lighter saturation of the wall color.
Awnings, signage, doors and shutters may be any color,
however, dark blues, greens and reds are traditional.
Vertically hinged shutters, when provided, shall coincide in
size to the opening with which it is associated. Horizontally hinged shutters (“Bahamas shutters”) may exceed
in width and be shorter in height than the associated
opening. Shutters may be made of any durable material.

5.8
5.8.1
5.8.2
5.8.3

Streetscapes
Building entrances and the columns of arcades and galleries shall, when possible, be coordinated with street
trees and on-street parking spaces.
Construction over streets and alleys, if at all, shall be in
the form of narrow bridges.
Garden Walls may be built at the front setback line to
connect facades of adjacent buildings to form a continuous street frontage. Garden Walls shall be 1.25m
minimum and 2.5 meters maximum in height.

Article 6: Parking Standards
6.8.1
6.8.2

Parking Requirements (see Table C)
Parking requirements may be fulfilled through the following:
a. Parking spaces provided on the lot.
b. On-street parking spaces adjacent to lot frontages.
c. Public Parking Garage within a 5 minute walk (400m
radius) of lot frontages.

6.8.3
6.8.4

Parking Access
Parking shall be accessed by alleys or lanes where
available.
Parking structures entrances are permitted in the primary and secondary frontages only when alley access
is not available or where site topography does not
accommodate rear access.
Vehicular entrances to parking lots and multi-story
garages shall be no wider than 7.5 meters at the primary
and secondary frontages.

6.8.5

6.8.6

Article 7: Landscape Standards
7.8.1
7.8.2
7.8.3

7.8.4
7.8.5
7.8.6
7.8.7
7.8.8

General Requirements
All planting in the private frontage and private lots shall
consist of noninvasive species.
Landscaping design and sidewalk materials in the front
setback shall be in compliance with the standards
established by the Town Architect/ Master Developer.
Parking lots
One tree shall be planted for every 15 spaces.
Paving should consist of pervious materials where possible.
Landscaped areas should be placed lower than paving,
not mounded up.
Parking lots consisting of less than twenty (20) spaces
shall be exempt from landscaping requirements.

6.8.7
6.8.8

Physical Requirements
Parking structures shall be as shown in the regulating
plan, and shall be masked on the parking side with
habitable units.
6.8.9 Parking structures shall be buffered by a minimum of 6m
of habitable space along their primary frontage, unless
it is in a semi-basement.
6.8.10 Parking lots shall be masked from the frontage by a
building or streetscreen.
6.8.11 A minimum of one bicycle rack place shall be provided
within the public or private frontage for every twenty
(50) vehicular parking spaces.
6.8.12 Curbing should not be installed in parking lots.
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TABLE A: PRIVATE FRONTAGE

Private Frontage is the privately held layer between the
Facade of a building and the lot line. The variables of
Frontage are the dimensional depth of the frontyard and
the combination of architectural elements. Private frontage,
the public streetscape and the types of thoroughfares
together define the character of the majority of the public
realm. The character of the public realm can range from
urban to rural and can often influence social behavior.

14

SECTION
PRIVATE
FRONTAGE

T3
T4

a. Common Lawn
A planted frontage wherein the facade is set back substantially from the frontage
line. The front yard created remains unfenced and may be visually continuous with
adjacent yards, supporting a common landscape.

T3
T4

b. Porch & Fence:
A planted frontage wherein the facade is set back from the frontage line with an
attached porch permitted to encroach. A fence at the frontage line maintains street
spatial definition.

T4
T5

c. Terrace:
A frontage wherein the facade is set back from the frontage line which may be elevated.
This type buffers residential use from urban sidewalks and removes the private yard
from public encroachment.

T4
T5

f. Stoop:
A frontage wherein the facade is aligned close to the frontage line with the first story
elevated from the sidewalk sufficiently to secure privacy for the windows.The entrance
is usually an exterior stair and landing but may be recessed into the volume of the
building where setbacks are doorfront.

T4
T5
T6

e. Forecourt:
A frontage wherein a portion of the facade is close to the frontage line and the central
portion is set back.The forecourt created is suitable for vehicular drop-offs.This type
should be allocated in conjunction with other frontage types.

T4
T5
T6

g. Shopfront:
A frontage wherein the facade is aligned close to the frontage line with the building
entrance at sidewalk grade. This type is conventional for retail use. It has a substantial
glazing on the sidewalk level and an awning that may overlap the sidewalk.

T4
T5
T6

h. Gallery:
A frontage wherein the facade is aligned close to the frontage line with an attached
cantilevered shed or a lightweight colonnade overlapping the sidewalk.

T5
T6

i. Arcade:
A colonnade supporting habitable space that overlaps the sidewalk, while the facade
at sidewalk level remains at or behind the frontage line.

► ◄

PUBLIC
FRONTAGE

PLAN
PRIVATE
FRONTAGE

► ◄

PUBLIC
FRONTAGE
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TABLE B: BUILDING DISPOSITION
Building Disposition. This table approximates
the location of the structure relative to the
boundaries of each individual Lot, establishing
suitable basic building types for each Transect
Zone.
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a.Edgeyard: Specific Types - single family House, cottage, villa, estate house, urban villa. A
building that occupies the center of its Lot with Setbacks on all sides.This is the least urban
of types as the front yard sets it back from the Frontage, while the side yards weaken the
spatial definition of the public Thoroughfare space. The front yard is intended to be visually
continuous with the yards of adjacent buildings. The rear yard can be secured for privacy
by fences and a well-placed Backbuilding and/or Outbuilding.

T2
T3
T4

b.Sideyard: Specific Types - Charleston single house, double house, zero lot line house,
twin. A building that occupies one side of the Lot with the Setback to the other side. A
shallow Frontage Setback defines a more urban condition. If the adjacent building is similar
with a blank side wall, the yard can be quite private. This type permits systematic climatic
orientation in response to the sun or the breeze. If a Sideyard House abuts a neighboring
Sideyard House, the type is known as a twin or double House. Energy costs, and sometimes
noise, are reduced by sharing a party wall in this Disposition.

T4
T5

c. Rearyard: Specific Types - Townhouse, Rowhouse, Live-Work unit, loft building, Apartment House, Mixed Use Block, Flex Building, perimeter Block. A building that occupies the
full Frontage, leaving the rear of the Lot as the sole yard. This is a very urban type as the
continuous Facade steadily defines the public Thoroughfare. The rear Elevations may be
articulated for functional purposes. In its Residential form, this type is the Rowhouse. For
its Commercial form, the rear yard can accommodate substantial parking.

T4
T5
T6

d. Courtyard: Specific Types - patio House. A building that occupies the boundaries of its
Lot while internally defining one or more private patios. This is the most urban of types, as
it is able to shield the private realm from all sides while strongly defining the public Thoroughfare. Because of its ability to accommodate incompatible activities, masking them from
all sides, it is recommended for workshops, Lodging and schools.The high security provided
by the continuous enclosure is useful for crime-prone areas.

T4
T5
T6

e. Specialized: A building that is not subject to categorization. Buildings dedicated
to manufacturing and transportation are often distorted by the trajectories of
machinery. Civic buildings, which may express the aspirations of institutions, may
be included.

SD
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TABLE C: BUILDING FUNCTION AND PARKING CALCULATIONS
Parking Calculations. The Shared Parking Factor for two Functions,
when divided into the sum of the two amounts as listed on the
Required Parking table below, produces the Effective Parking needed
for each site involved in sharing. Conversely, if the Sharing Factor is
used as a multiplier, it indicates the amount of building allowed on
each site given the parking available.

Building Function. This table categorizes Building Functions within
Transect Zones. Parking requirements are correlated to functional intensity.
For Specific Function and Use permitted By Right or by Warrant, see Table
12.

T2 T3

16

T4

T5 T6

a. RESIDENTIAL Restricted Residential: The number of
dwellings on each Lot is restricted to one
within a Principal Building and one within
an Accessory Building, with 2.0 parking
places for each. Both dwellings shall be
under single ownership.The habitable area
of the Accessory Unit shall not exceed 40
square. meters excluding the parking area.

Limited Residential: The number of dwellings on each Lot is limited by the requirement of 1.5 parking places for each dwelling,
a ratio which may be reduced according to
the shared parking standards (SeeTable 11).

Open Residential:The number of dwellings
on each Lot is limited by the requirement
of 1.0 parking places for each dwelling, a
ratio which may be reduced according to
the shared parking standards (SeeTable 11).

b. LODGING Restricted Lodging: The number of bedrooms available on each Lot for lodging is
limited by the requirement of 1.0 assigned
parking place for each bedroom, up to five,
in addition to the parking requirement for
the dwelling. The Lodging must be owner
occupied. Food service may be provided in
the a.m. The maximum length of stay shall
not exceed ten days.

Limited Lodging:The number of bedrooms
available on each Lot for lodging is limited
by the requirement of 1.0 assigned parking
places for each bedroom, up to twelve, in
addition to the parking requirement for
the dwelling. The Lodging must be owner
occupied. Food service may be provided in
the a.m. The maximum length of stay shall
not exceed ten days.

Open Lodging: The number of bedrooms
available on each Lot for lodging is limited
by the requirement of 1.0 assigned parking
places for each bedroom. Food service
may be provided at all times. The area allocated for food service shall be calculated
and provided with parking according to
Retail Function.

c. OFFICE Restricted Office: The building area available for office use on each Lot is restricted
to the first Story of the Principal or the Accessory Building and by the requirement of
3.0 assigned parking places per 100 square
meters of net office space in addition to
the parking requirement for each dwelling.

Limited Office: The building area available
for office use on each Lot is limited to the
first Story of the principal building and/
or to the Accessory building, and by the
requirement of 3.0 assigned parking places
per 100 square meters of net office space
in addition to the parking requirement for
each dwelling.

Open Office: The building area available
for office use on each Lot is limited by the
requirement of 2.0 assigned parking places
per 100 square meters of net office space.

d. RETAIL Restricted Retail: The building area available for Retail use is restricted to one Block
corner location at the first Story for each
300 dwelling units and by the requirement
of 4.0 assigned parking places per 100
square meters of net Retail space in addition to the parking requirement of each
dwelling. The specific use shall be further
limited to neighborhood store, or food
service seating no more than 20.

Limited Retail: The building area available
for Retail use is limited to the first Story
of buildings at corner locations, not more
than one per Block, and by the requirement
of 4.0 assigned parking places per 1000
meters feet of net Retail space in addition
to the parking requirement of each dwelling.
The specific use shall be further limited to
neighborhood store, or food service seating
no more than 40.

Open Retail: The building area available for
Retail use is limited by the requirement of
3.0 assigned parking places per 100 square
meters of net Retail space. Retail spaces
under 125 square meters are exempt from
parking requirements.

REQUIRED PARKING (See Table 10)

T2 T3

T4

T5 T6

RESIDENTIAL

2.0 / dwelling

1.5 / dwelling

1.0 / dwelling

LODGING

1.0 / bedroom

1.0 / bedroom

1.0 / bedroom

OFFICE

3.0 / 100 sq. m.

3.0 / 100 sq. m.

2.0 / 1000 sq. m.

RETAIL

4.0 / 100 sq. m.

4.0 / 100 sq. m.

3.0 / 1000 sq. m.

CIVIC

To be determined by Warrant

OTHER

To be determined by Warrant

SHARED PARKING FACTOR
Function

Function

with

RESIDENTIAL

RESIDENTIAL

LODGING

e. CIVIC

See Table 12

See Table 12

See Table 12

f. OTHER

See Table 12

See Table 12

See Table 12

LODGING

OFFICE
RETAIL

1.2

1.4
1.3

1.1
1.7

1.2

1
1
1
1

1.1
1.7
1.2

OFFICE
1.4
1.3

1.2

RETAIL
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TABLE D: SPECIFIC FUNCTION & USE
Specific Function & Use. This table expands the
categories of Table 10 to delegate specific Functions
and uses within Transect Zones.Table 12 should be
customized for local character and requirements.

T3 T4 T5 T6 SD
a. RESIDENTIAL

T3 T4 T5 T6 SD
f. OTHER: AUTOMOTIVE

MIXED USE BUILDING
MULTI-FAMILY ATTACHED
MULTI-FAMILY DETACHED
SINGLE FAMILY ATTACHED
SINGLE FAMILY SEMI-DETACHED
SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED
ACCESSORY UNIT

▫ ▪
▪
▫ ▪
▪
▪ ▪
▪ ▪
▪ ▪

▪ ▪ ▫
▪ ▪ ▫
▪
▫
▪
▪

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE
TRUCK MAINTENANCE
DRIVE -THROUGH FACILITY
REST STOP
ROADSIDE STAND

▪

BILLBOARD

b. LODGING

f. OTHER: CIVIL SUPPORT
HOTEL (NO ROOM LIMIT)
INN (UP TO 12 ROOMS)

BED & BREAKFAST (UP TO 5 ROOMS)
SCHOOL DORMITORY

▪ ▪ ▫
▪ ▪
▪ ▪ ▪
▪ ▪ ▪ ▪

c. OFFICE

CEMETERY
FUNERAL HOME
HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CLINIC

▫ ▫
▪
▪ ▪
▪
▫ ▪ ▪
▫ ▪ ▪ ▪

f. OTHER: EDUCATION
OFFICE BUILDING
LIVE-WORK UNIT

▪ ▪ ▫
▪ ▪ ▪
▫

COLLEGE
SECONDARY SCHOOL

d. RETAIL

TRADE SCHOOL
OPEN-MARKET BUILDING
RETAIL BUILDING
DISPLAY GALLERY
RESTAURANT
KIOSK

▪ ▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

e. CIVIC: AGRICULTURE

PRIMARY SCHOOL
CHILDCARE CENTRE

LIVESTOCK PEN
GREENHOUSE
STABLE
KENNEL
GARDEN (PRIVATE FRONTAGE)
BEE KEEPING

▫
▫
▫ ▫ ▫
▪ ▪
▪ ▪

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫

▫
▫
▫ ▪
▪ ▪

▫
▫
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▫

f. OTHER: INDUSTRIAL
HEAVY INDUSTRIAL FACILITY
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL FACILITY
TRUCK DEPOT
LABORATORY FACILITY

GRAIN STORAGE

WATER SUPPLY FACILITY
SEWER AND WASTE FACILITY
ELECTRIC SUBSTATION
WIRELESS TRANSMITTER
CREMATION FACILITY
WAREHOUSE
PRODUCE STORAGE
MINI-STORAGE
HEAVY MANUFACTURING
LIGHT MANUFACTURING
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▫ ▫ ▪
▫
▪
▫
▪
▫
▪
▫
▫
▫

PETROL STATION

▪
▫ ▫ ▪
▪
▫
▪
▪
▪
▫ ▫ ▫ ▫ ▪
▫ ▫ ▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▫ ▪ ▪ ▪
▪ by right
▫ by warrant
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TABLE E: SIGNAGE STANDARDS
Address Sign

T3 T4 T5 T6

▪

▪

▪

▪

Awning and Sign

▪

▪

▪

Band Sign

▪

▪

▪

Blade Sign

▪

▪

▪

Marquee and Sign

▪

18

▪

SPECIFICATIONS
Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1 per address
0.2 sqm max
0.6 sqm max
0.3 sqm max
7.6 cm max
1.3 sqm min
N/A
15 cm max

Nameplate Sign

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1 per window
N/A
width of Awning
N/A
1.2m min
2.5m max
N/A
12.5 cm min, 15 cm max

Outdoor Display Case

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1, 2 for corner building
0.15 sqm per linear ft of Facade
90% of width of Facade max
1m max
18 cm max
2.5 m max
N/A
50 cm max

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1 per Facade, 2 max
T3: 0.4 sqm; T4 & T5: 6 sq ft
1.2m max
1.2m max
1.2m max
2.5 m min
N/A
20 cm max

Window Sign

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1 per business
N/A
width of entrance plus 1.2m o.c.
50% Story height max
1.2m min, 10 ft max
N/A
N/A
1m min

Yard Sign

T3 T4 T5 T6

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Sidewalk Sign

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Specifications
Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1
0.3 sqm max
20 cm max
0.6 m max
8 cm max
1.2m max
2.1m max
N/A

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1
0.6 sqm max
1m max
1m max
13 cm max
1.2m max
N/A
N/A

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1 per business
0.8 sqm max
40 cm max
1m max
N/A
N/A
1m max
N/A

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1 per window
25% of glass max
varies
varies
N/A
1.2m
N/A
20 cm max

Quantity
Area
Width
Height
Depth / Projection
Clearance
Apex
Letter Height

1 per Lot max
0.6 sqm max
1m max (not counting post)
0.6 m max (not counting post)
N/A
1m to sign edge min
1.8m to top of post max
20 cm max
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TABLE F: BUILDING TYPES ILLUSTRATED
This table illustrates the various building types found within the transect zones of Porta Norte.
Large House:
An edgeyard building
type. A single family
detached dwelling on
a very large lot of rural
character, shared by
one or more ancillary
buildings.

House:
An edgeyard building
type. A single family
detached dwelling on a
large lot, shared with an
ancillary building in the
rearyard.

Sideyard House:
A sideyard building
type. A single-family
semi-detached dwelling
which occupies one
side of the lot, with the
primary yard to the
other side, shared with
ancillary building in the
rearyard.

Cottage:
An edgeyard building
type. A single-family
attached or detached
dwelling, on a regular
lot, shared with ancillary
building in the rearyard.
Syn.: Small House

Townhouse:
A rearyard building
type. A single family
attached dwelling with
common walls on the
side lot lines, the facades
forming a continuous
frontage line. Townhouses are the highest
density type able to
provide private yards.

Courtyard House
A cour tyard building
type. A single family
attached or detached
dwelling which surrounds one or more
private yard.. This is a
functionally flexible type
as it is able to shield the
private open space from
a public realm of great
intensity.

Courtyard Building:
A cour tyard building
type. A multi-family
attached dwelling which
surrounds one or more
private yard.. This is a
functionally flexible type
as it is able to shield the
private open space from
a public realm of great
intensity.

Apartment House:
An edgeyard residential
building type. A multifamily semi-detached
or detached dwelling
accommodating multiple dwellings disposed
above and beside each
other, sharing a common entry.

Flexhouse:
A rearyard, mixed-use
building type with one
dwelling above or behind commercial space.
It is intended to be
occupied by a business
operator who lives in
the same structure that
contains the Commercial activity or industry.
Syn.: Corner Store, Live/
Work.

Flex Building:
A rearyard, mixed-use
building type with flexible commercial and
residential uses. Commercial buildings have
floor plates deeper than
residential ones. Syn.:
Mixed-use building.

Perimeter Building:
A no-yard mixed-use Building Type accommodating multiple dwellings and offices disposed
above and beside each other, sharing a common
entry and enclosing a combination of Parking
Structure and courtyards. This configuration
occupies an entire Block. Ground floor Commercial use is permitted. Embedded towers are
permitted and encouraged at key locations per
the Regulating Plan.

Liner Building:
A rear yard building,
doorfront in depth, conceived to mask parking
without consuming it.

T3

T4

T5

T6
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Sector STANDARDS

TABLE G: SUMMARY OF LOT STANDARDS
T3

T4

T5

T6

Allocation of Zones (As shown on regulation plan)
Base Residential Density (As shown on regulating plan)
Block Size (As shown on regulating plan)
Thoroughfares (As shown on regulating plan)
Civic Spaces (As shown on regulating plan)
Lot Occupation
Lot Width
Lot Coverage

15m min - 35m max.
65% max.

6m min. - 30m max.
80% max.

6m min. - 55m max.
90% max.

6m min, 100m max
90% max.

Building Disposition
Edgeyard
Sideyard
Rearyard
Courtyard

permitted
not permitted
not permitted
not permitted

permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted

not permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted

not permitted
not permitted
permitted
permitted

Building Configuration
Principle Building
Outbuilding
Back Building
Parking Structures

2.5 Stories max
2 Stories max
1 Story max.
not applicable

4 Stories max
2 Stories max
2 Stories max
10 meters max

8 Stories max
not applicable
not applicable
15 meters max

20 Stories max
not applicable
not applicable
18 meters max

Setbacks - Principal building
Front Setback, Principle (a1)
Front Setback, Secondary (a2)
Side Setback (c)
Rear Setback (e)

2.5m min.
2.5m min.
1.5m min.
1.5m min.

2.5m min. **
2.5m min.
0m min.
1m min.*

2.5m max. **
2.5m max.
0m min.
1m min.*

2.5m max. **
2.5m max.
0m min
1m min*

Setbacks - Outbuilding
Front Setback (h)
Side Setback (f)
Rear Setback (g)

6m min.+bldg. setback
1m. or 2m. min. at corner
2m min.*

2.5m min.+bldg. setback
0m. or 1m. min. at corner
1m min.*

not applicable
not applicable
1m min.*

not applicable
not applicable
not applicable

Common Lawn
Porch & Fence
Terrace or L.C.
Forecourt
Stoop
Shopfront & Awning
Gallery
Arcade

permitted
permitted
not permitted
not permitted
not permitted
not permitted
not permitted
not permitted

not permitted
not permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted

not permitted
not permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted

not permitted
not permitted
not permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted
permitted

Building function
Residential
Lodging
Office
Retail

Restricted use
Restricted use
Restricted use
Restricted use

Limited use
Limited use
Limited use
Limited use

Open use
Open use
Open use
Open use

Open use
Open use
Open use
Open use

Private Frontages

Parking Provisions
See Article 6 and Tables 10 &11

*or 4.5m from center line of alley or rear easement
**Front setback paving material to match sidewalk.
*** The maximum height of the principal building shall be 20 stories. The principal building may have a total of 1 additional story of no more than 30 square meters.
**** Setbacks adjustments subject to the Town Architects approval to accommodate the site’s topography and environmental constraints.
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Sector STANDARDS

TABLE H: LOT STANDARDS

L. BUILDING FUNCTION (see Table C & E)
Residential
restricted use
Lodging
restricted use
Office
restricted use
Retail
restricted use
k. BUILDING CONFIGURATION (see Definitions)
Principal Building
2 stories max.
Outbuilding
2 stories max.
f. LOT OCCUPATION (see Definitions)
Lot Width
15 m. min 35m. max
Lot Coverage
60% max
i. BUILDING DISPOSITION (see Table B)
Edgeyard
permitted
Sideyard
not permitted
Rearyard
not permitted
Courtyard
not permitted
g. SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL BUILDING
(g.1) Front Setback Principal
2.5m. min
(g.2) Front Setback Secondary 2.5m. min.
(g.3) Side Setback
1.5m. min.
(g.4) Rear Setback
1.5m. min.
Frontage Buildout
40% min at setback

BUILDING CONFIGURATION
1. Building height shall be
measured in number of
Stories, excluding Attics and
raised basements.
2. Stories may not exceed
3.2 meters in height from
finished floor to finished
ceiling, except for a first floor
which must be a minimum of
3.2 meters with a maximum
of 4 meters.
3. Height shall be measured
to the eave or roof deck as
specified on this table.

T4

Max. height

N

PARKING PROVISIONS
See Table C
*or 4.5m. from center line of alley
”N” stands for any Stories above those shown, up to
the maximum. Refer to metrics for exact minimums and
maximums.

22

2

1

1

L. BUILDING FUNCTION (see Table C & E)
Residential
limited use
Lodging
limited use
Office
limited use
Retail
limited use

SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL
BLDG
1.The Facades and Elevations
of Principal Buildings shall be
distanced from the Lot lines
as shown.
2. Facades shall be built along
the Principal Frontage to the
minimum specified width in
the table.

(g.2)
(g.1)

(g.4)

(g.4)

(g.1)
(g.2)

SETBACKS - OUTBUILDING
1.The Elevation of the Outbuilding shall be distanced
from the Lot lines as shown.

Condition

Mid-Block
Condition

(h.1)

Corner Lot

(h.3)

(h.1)

(h.3)

Condition

Mid-Block
Condition

(h.2)

k. BUILDING CONFIGURATION (see Definitions)
Principal Building
4 stories max.
Outbuilding
2 stories max.
f. LOT OCCUPATION (see Definitions)
Lot Width
6 m. min 30m max
Lot Coverage
80% max
i. BUILDING DISPOSITION (see Table B)
Edgeyard
not permitted
Sideyard
permitted
Rearyard
permitted
Courtyard
permitted
g. SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL BUILDING
(g.1) Front Setback Principal 2.5 m. min.
(g.2) Front Setback Secondary 2.5 m. min.
(g.3) Side Setback
0 ft. min.
(g.4) Rear Setback
1m. min.*
Frontage Buildout
60% min at setback

Secondary Frontage

PARKING PROVISIONS
See Table C
1st
Layer

2nd
Layer

6m

3rd
Layer

Max. height

N
2

*or 4.5 m. from center line of alley
”N” stands for any Stories above those shown, up to
the maximum. Refer to metrics for exact minimums
and maximums

2

1

SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL
BLDG
1.The Facades and Elevations
of Principal Buildings shall be
distanced from the Lot lines
as shown.
2. Facades shall be built along
the Principal Frontage to the
minimum specified width in
the table.

Max. height

1

(g.2)
(g.1)

(g.4)

(g.1)

(g.4)
(g.3)

SETBACKS - OUTBUILDING
1.The Elevations of the Outbuilding shall be distanced
from the Lot lines as shown.

Corner Lot
Condition

Mid-Block
Condition

(h.2)

h. SETBACKS - OUTBUILDING
(h.1) Front Setback
2.5 m. min. + bldg. setback
(h.2) Side Setback
0 m. min. or 1m. at corner
(h.3) Rear Setback
1m. min
j. PRIVATE FRONTAGES (see Table A)
Common Lawn
not permitted
Porch & Fence
not permitted
Terrace or L.C.
permitted
Forecourt
permitted
Stoop
permitted
Shopfront & Awning
permitted
Gallery
permitted
Arcade
permitted

Principal Frontage

PARKING PLACEMENT
1. Uncovered parking spaces
may be provided within the
second and third Layer as
shown in the diagram.
2. Covered parking shall
be provided within the
third Layer as shown in the
diagram. Side- or rear-entry
garages may be allowed in
the first or second Layer by
Warrant.
3. Trash containers shall be
stored within the third Layer.

Corner Lot

(h.2)

h. SETBACKS - OUTBUILDING
(h.1) Front Setback
6m. min. + bldg setback
(h.2) Side Setback
1m. or 2m. min. at corner
(h.3) Rear Setback
2m. min*
j. PRIVATE FRONTAGES (see Table A)
Common Lawn
permitted
Porch & Fence
permitted
Terrace or L.C.
not permitted
Forecourt
not permitted
Stoop
not permitted
Shopfront & Awning
not permitted
Gallery
not permitted
Arcade
not permitted

Max. height

BUILDING CONFIGURATION
1. Building height shall be
measured in number of
Stories, excluding Attics and
raised basements.
2. Stories may not exceed
3.2 meters in height from
finished floor to finished
ceiling, except for a first
floor Commercial function
which must be a minimum of
4 meters with a maximum of
7.5 meters.
3. Height shall be measured
to the eave or roof deck as
specified on this table.

(h.1)

(h.3)

Corner Lot
Condition

(h.1)

(h.3)

Mid-Block
Condition

(h.2)

PARKING PLACEMENT
1. Uncovered parking spaces
may be provided within the
third Layer as shown in the
diagram.
2. Covered parking shall
be provided within the
third Layer as shown in the
diagram .
3. Trash containers shall be
stored within the third Layer.

Secondary Frontage

Principal Frontage

T3

1st
Layer

2nd
Layer

6m

3rd
Layer
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Sector STANDARDS

LOT STANDARDS

L. BUILDING FUNCTION (see Table C & E)
Residential
open use
Lodging
open use
Office
open use
Retail
open use
k. BUILDING CONFIGURATION (see Definitions)
Principal Building
8 stories max.
Outbuilding
2 stories max.
f. LOT OCCUPATION (see Definitions)
Lot Width
6 m. min 55m. max
Lot Coverage
90% max

BUILDING CONFIGURATION
1. Building height shall be
measured in number of
Stories, excluding Attics and
raised basements.
2. Stories may not exceed 14
feet in height from finished
floor to finished ceiling,
except for a first floor Commercial Function which must
be a minimum of 11 ft with
with a maximum of 25 ft.
3. Height shall be measured
to the eave or roof deck as
specified on this table.

T6

Max.
height

N
5
4
3
2 min.
1

L. BUILDING FUNCTION (see Table C & E)
Residential
open use
Lodging
open use
Office
open use
Retail
open use

SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL
BLDG
1.The Facades and Elevations
of Principal Buildings shall be
distanced from the Lot lines
as shown.
2. Facades shall be built along
the Principal Frontage to the
minimum specified width in
the table.

(g.2)

i. BUILDING DISPOSITION (see Table B)
Edgeyard
not permitted
Sideyard
permitted
Rearyard
permitted
Courtyard
permitted

h. SETBACKS - OUTBUILDING
(h.1) Front Setback
N/A
(h.2) Side Setback
N/A
(h.3) Rear Setback
N/A

(g.4)

(g.1)

(g.4)

Mid-Block
Condition

(g.3)

PARKING PLACEMENT
1. Uncovered parking spaces
may be provided within the
third Layer as shown in the
diagram.
2. Covered parking shall
be provided within the
third Layer as shown in the
diagram.
3. Trash containers shall be
stored within the third Layer.

j. PRIVATE FRONTAGES (see Table A)
Common Lawn
not permitted
Porch & Fence
not permitted
Terrace or L.C.
permitted
Forecourt
permitted
Stoop
permitted
Shopfront & Awning
permitted
Gallery
permitted
Arcade
permitted

SecondaryFrontage

Corner Lot
Condition

Principal Frontage

g. SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL BUILDING
(g.1) Front Setback Principal
2.5 m max.
(g.2) Front Setback Secondary 2.5 m max.
(g.3) Side Setback
0 ft. min.
(g.4) Rear Setback
1 m. min.*
Frontage Buildout
80% min at setback

(g.1)

Corner Lot
Condition

Mid-Block
Condition

1st
Layer

2nd
Layer

3rd
Layer

k. BUILDING CONFIGURATION (see Definitions)
Principal Building
20 stories max.
Outbuilding
N/A
f. LOT OCCUPATION (see Definitions)
Lot Width
6 m. min 100 m. max
Lot Coverage
90% max

Max.
height

N
5
4
3
2 min.
1

SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL
BLDG
1.The Facades and Elevations
of Principal Buildings shall be
distanced from the Lot lines
as shown.
2. Facades shall be built along
the Principal Frontage to the
minimum specified width in
the table.

(g.2)

i. BUILDING DISPOSITION (see Table B)
Edgeyard
not permitted
Sideyard
not permitted
Rearyard
permitted
Courtyard
permitted
g. SETBACKS - PRINCIPAL BUILDING
(g.1) Front Setback Principal
2.5 m max.
(g.2) Front Setback Secondary 2.5 m max.
(g.3) Side Setback
0 ft. min.
(g.4) Rear Setback
1 m. min.*
Frontage Buildout
80% min. at setback
h. SETBACKS - OUTBUILDING
Front Setback
N/A
Side Setback
N/A
Rear Setback
N/A
j. PRIVATE FRONTAGES (see Table A)
Common Lawn
not permitted
Porch & Fence
not permitted
Terrace or L.C.
not permitted
Forecourt
permitted
Stoop
permitted
Shopfront & Awning
permitted
Gallery
permitted
Arcade
permitted

PARKING PROVISIONS
See Table C

PARKING PROVISIONS
See Table C

*or 4.5 m. from center line of alley
”N” stands for any Stories above those shown, up to
the maximum. Refer to metrics for exact minimums and
maximums

*or 4.5 m. from center line of alley
”N” stands for any Stories above those shown, up to
the maximum. Refer to metrics for exact minimums
and maximums
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BUILDING CONFIGURATION
1. Building height shall be
measured in number of
Stories, excluding Attics and
raised basements.
2. Stories may not exceed 14
feet in height from finished
floor to finished ceiling,
except for a first floor Commercial Function which must
be a minimum of 11 ft with
with a maximum of 25 ft.
3. Height shall be measured
to the eave or roof deck as
specified on this table.

PARKING PLACEMENT
1. Uncovered parking spaces
may be provided within the
third Layer as shown in the
diagram.
2. Covered parking shall
be provided within the
third Layer as shown in the
diagram.
3. Trash containers shall be
stored within the third Layer.

(g.1)

(g.4)

(g.1)

(g.4)

(g.3)

Corner Lot
Condition

Mid-Block
Condition

SecondaryFrontage

Corner Lot
Condition

Principal Frontage

T5

Mid-Block
Condition

1st
Layer

2nd
Layer

3rd
Layer
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THOROUGHFARE STANDARDS

KEY MAP

Primary Streets
Secondary Streets
Pedestrian Connection
Open Space
Civic

S-5.1

T6
T5

ST-33

T4

S-5.3

S-5.2

T3

ST-20

S-5.4
S-5.5
Porta Norte Sectors:
A sector is a development area that is intended to be
designed/developed by one sub-developer, such as the
Town Center, Retail Center, or a portion of a
neighborhood.
Phase One:

S-1.1 to S-1.9

Phase Two:

S-2.1 to S-2.7

Phase Three:

S-3.1 to S-3.5

Phase Four:

S-4.1 to S-4.4

Phase Five:

S-5.1 to S-5.9

S-5.8
S-5.9
ST-33

S-5.7

Town Center: S-3.4, S-3.5
Regional Retail: S-1.4 to S-1.7
24
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Thoroughfare Standards

KEY MAP

0

-2
ST

S-3.1

ST-33

S-2.1-B

ST-17.5

0

7.5

S-3.4

S-4.4

S-2.2

S-1.3

ST-

S-2.6
ST-20

S-2.5

S-2.3
ST-33

ST-20

ST-20

ST-17.5
ST-17.5

S-1.2

S-1.1

S-2.4
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S-3.3

S-3.5

33

ST-20

20
ST-

3

-3
ST

.5

ST
-1

0
ST-2

7.5

ST-33

ST
-17
7.5

-1
ST

S-2.1-A

-1
ST

-1
ST

S-4.3

S-4.2

7.5

S-3.2

ST
-2

S-4.1

S-1.9

S-1.8

S-1.4

ST-

Var
ie

s

S-1.5

S-1.7
S-1.6
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Thoroughfare Standards

PRIMARY THOROUGHFARE ASSEMBLIES

AV-33-23

AV-20 -12

Painted cross walk

Painted cross walk

Meters and other vertical
Elements aligned neatly within verge

Meters and other vertical
Elements aligned neatly within verge

70 cm buffer area

Pave entire width of setback for mixed use
areas and/or high pedestrian traffic areas

Pave entire width of setback for mixed use
areas and/or high pedestrian traffic areas

Tree planters large to allow
Maximum water percolation

Tree planters large to allow
Maximum water percolation

2.5m x 8m parrallel parking areas

2.5m x 8m parrallel parking areas

Travel lanes may vary in width between the
following ranges: 3.2 to 3.5 meters

Travel lanes may vary in width between the
following ranges: 3.2 to 3.5 meters

Tree planting strips for
Less urban conditions

26

Tree planting strips for
Less urban conditions

Bike lane transition area

Unmarked, non-metered parking lane
In residential areas

Frontage setbacks increase as move
From urban to suburban areas

Frontage setbacks increase as move
From urban to suburban areas

Curb ends in
Sub-urban areas

Curb ends in
Sub-urban areas

Informal landscape
At sub-urban areas

Informal landscape
At sub-urban areas

Ramp 1:12

Ramp 1:12
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Thoroughfare Standards

SECONDARY THOROUGHFARE ASSEMBLIES

AV-17.5A

AV-17.5B

Painted cross walk

Painted cross walk

Meters and other vertical
Elements aligned neatly within verge

Meters and other vertical
Elements aligned neatly within verge

Pave entire width of setback for mixed use
areas and/or high pedestrian traffic areas

Pave entire width of setback for mixed use
areas and/or high pedestrian traffic areas

Tree planters large to allow
Maximum water percolation

Tree planters large to allow
Maximum water percolation

2.5m x 8m parrallel parking areas

2.5m x 8m parrallel parking areas
Travel lanes may vary in width between the
following ranges: 3.2 to 3.5 meters

Tree planting strips for
Less urban conditions
Unmarked, non-metered parking lane
In residential areas
Frontage setbacks increase as move
From urban to suburban areas
Curb ends in
Sub-urban areas
Informal landscape
At sub-urban areas

Tree planting strips for
Less urban conditions
Unmarked, non-metered parking lane
In residential areas
Frontage setbacks increase as move
From urban to suburban areas
Curb ends in
Sub-urban areas
Informal landscape
At sub-urban areas

Ramp 1:12
Ramp 1:12
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Thoroughfare Standards

SECTOR ASSEMBLIES

T6

4.5

2.5 2.0 2.5

Setback

2.0 2.5

Setback

3.5

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

2.0 2.5

3.5

Parking Lane

Setback
2.5

2.5 2.0 2.5

2.0 2.5

9.5 m

Travel Lane

2.0

Parking Lane

2.5

Sidewalk

2.0 2.5

Travel Lane

Parking Lane

T6

9.5 m

Travel Lane

Travel Lane

3.5

ST-13.5

Street: a local, slow-movement thoroughfare.
Streets provide frontage for higher density
buildings such as offices, stories, apartment
buildings and townhouses.

Parking Lane

Parking Lane

2.5 3.5 2.5

3.5

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

4.5

3.5 2.5

Setback

Setback

3.5 2.5

Sidewalk

2.5

Travel Lane

3.5 2.5

Travel Lane

Setback/Swale

2.5 2.0

3.5

2.5

9.5m

ST-13.5

Street: a local, slow-movement thoroughfare.
Streets provide frontage for higher density
buildings such as offices, stories, apartment
buildings and townhouses.

3.5 2.5

2.5

3.5

Parking Lane

Parking Lane

Setback

Travel Lane

T6

Sidewalk

Median (Min.)

2.5 2.0 2.5 2.5

Bike Path

Travel Lane

3.5

Bike Path

4.0

Sidewalk

3.5

Setback

2.5 2.5 2.0 2.5

9.5 m

3.5 2.5

2.5

Sidewalk

2.5 2.5

8.0 m

Setback

4.0

8.0 m

Parking Lane

2.5 2.5

AV-16.5

Avenue (AV): a thoroughfare of high vehicular
capacity and low to moderate speed, acting as a
short distance connector between urban centers,
and sometimes equipped with a landscaped
median.

Setback

AV-16.5A

Avenue (AV): a thoroughfare of high vehicular
capacity and low to moderate speed, acting
as a short distance connector between urban
centers, and sometimes equipped with a
landscaped median.

Sidewalk

AV-25

Avenue (AV): a thoroughfare of high vehicular capacity and low to
moderate speed, acting as a short distance connector between urban
centers, and sometimes equipped with a landscaped median.

T6

T6

T5

T5

T5

T5

T5

T4

T4

T4

T4

T4

Setback
Primary/Secondary Frontage - 2.5m
T6, T5 - Match sidewalk material.
T4 - Pervious (pavers, grass, or ground cover)

Setback
Primary/Secondary Frontage - 2.5m
T6, T5 - Match sidewalk material.
T4 - Pervious (pavers, grass, or ground cover)

Setback
Primary/Secondary Frontage - 2.5m
T6, T5 - Match sidewalk material.
T4 - Pervious (pavers, grass, or ground cover)

Setback
Primary/Secondary Frontage - 2.5m
T6, T5 - Match sidewalk material.
T4 - Pervious (pavers, grass, or ground cover)

Setback
Primary/Secondary Frontage - 2.5m
T6, T5 - Match sidewalk material.
T4 - Pervious (pavers, grass, or ground cover)

Sidewalk
T6, T5 - 2.5m min. T4 - 1.5m min.

Sidewalk
T6, T5 - 2.5m min. T4 - 1.5m min.

Sidewalk
T6, T5 - 2.5m min. T4 - 1.5m min.

Sidewalk
T6, T5 - 2.5m min. T4 - 1.5m min.

Sidewalk
T6, T5 - 2.5m min. T4 - 1.5m min.

Planting type
Tree wells 10m or 15m on center

Planting type
Tree wells 10m or 15m on center

Planting type
Tree wells 10m or 15m on center

Planting type
Tree wells 10m or 15m on center

Planting type
Tree wells 10m or 15m on center

Planting Species
Single

Planting Species
Single

Planting Species
Single

Planting Species
Single

Planting Species
Single

Planting arrangement
Regular

Planting arrangement
Regular

Planting arrangement
Regular

Planting arrangement
Regular

Planting arrangement
Regular

Curb radius
TBD

Curb radius
TBD

Curb radius
TBD

Curb radius
TBD

Curb radius
TBD

Curb Height
15cm Curb

Curb Height
15cm Curb

Curb Height
15cm Curb

Curb Height
Flat Curb

Curb Height
Flat Curb
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Thoroughfare Standards

SECTOR ASSEMBLIES

2.5

8.5 m

2.5

2.5

4.0

2.5

RA-7-7

Rear Alley: A narrow vehicular access
way to the rear of more urban lots
providing service areas, parking access,
and utility easements. Alleys should
be paved from building face to building
face, with drainage by inverted crown
at the center.

2.5 2.0 2.5

RL-7-7

Rear Lane: A vehicular access way
located to the rear of more rural
lots providing access to parking and
outbuildings and utility easements.
Lanes are paved as lightly as possible
(to driveway standards) and should
be rural in character and may be just
gravel or left unpaved

PS-V- 3m min.

Passage (PS): A pedestrian connector
passing between buildings, providing
shortcuts through long blocks and
connecting rear parking areas to frontages.
Passages may be roofed over.This type is
permitted within Zones T3 to T5.
Variants include Court: A court is a passage
that is wide enough to be landscaped,
being the frontage for buildings which are
otherwise provided with vehicular access
only by rear alleys.

Varies

7m

Setback

Travel Lane

Setback

Setback

2.5

4.0

2.5

2.5 2.0 2.5

T6

T6

T5
T4

T5
T4

Setback
Primary/Secondary Frontage - 2.5m
T6, T5 - Match sidewalk material.
T4 - Pervious (pavers, grass, or ground cover)
Sidewalk
T6, T5 - 2.5m min. T4 - 1.5m min.
Planting type
Tree wells 10m or 15m on center
Planting Species
Single

T6

T6

T5

T5

T4

T4

3.5

3.5

Planter

Setback
2.5

Travel Lane

Travel Lane
6.0

Planter

Parking Lane
2.5

Travel Lane

Setback
2.5

Travel Lane

Setback

2.5 2.5

Setback

Parking Lane

5.0

Travel Lane

Travel Lane

2.5 2.5

Setback

Parking Lane

5m

PT-V- 3m min.

Path (PT): A pedestrian way traversing a
park or the countryside. Paths shall connect
directly with the sidewalk network.

V

Varies
V

3.0

1.0 5.0 1.0

Planter

2.5

PW-7

Pedestrian Way: that portion
of a thoroughfare right-of-way
that is dedicated to uses other
than the moving and parking
of vehicles.The pedestrian way
includes the sidewalks and
planting areas of the streetscape.
There is controlled vehicular
access for block residents and
emergencies.

Sidewalk min.

10.0 m

PW-9

Pedestrian Way: that portion of
a thoroughfare right-of-way that is
dedicated to uses other than the
moving and parking of vehicles.The
pedestrian way includes the sidewalks
and planting areas of the streetscape.
There is controlled vehicular access for
block residents and emergencies.

Planter

2.5

PW-13.5

Pedestrian Way: that portion of a
thoroughfare right-of-way that is dedicated
to uses other than the moving and parking
of vehicles.The pedestrian way includes
the sidewalks and planting areas of the
streetscape. There is controlled vehicular
access for block residents and emergencies.

Sidewalk min.

PW-15

Pedestrian Way: that portion of a
thoroughfare right-of-way that is dedicated
to uses other than the moving and parking
of vehicles.The pedestrian way includes
the sidewalks and planting areas of the
streetscape.There is controlled vehicular
access for block residents and emergencies.

V

3.0

V

T6

T4
T3

T5
T4
T3

T4
T3

Design Movement
Yield

Design Movement
Yield

Planting type
Naturalistic

Notes
Raised at the level of the
sidewalk

Notes
Raised at the level of the
sidewalk

Notes
Raised at the level of
the sidewalk

T5
T4

Planting Species
Multiple
Planting
arrangement
Cluster
Notes

Planting arrangement
Regular
Curb radius
TBD
Curb Height
Flat Curb
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Thoroughfare Standards

PUBLIC STREETSCAPES

TYPICAL STREETSCAPE ASSEMBLAGES

Public Frontage: the section of the right-of-way
between the lot line and the vehicular lanes; also
called a "pedestrian way". The public streetscape
should be conceived integrally with the private
frontage, sharing a continuous landscape and, in
the case of the commercial street, a contiguous,
seamless sidewalk.
Coordination: There are many types of frontages
and streetscapes. Only certain of these serve to
effectively define a public realm. When culled by
the discipline of urbanism, the great number drops
to a very few. While this determination may seem
to represent an unnatural reduction of possibilities,
these few are sufficient to the great cities, towns,
and villages of the world in all their variety. When
embedded as options in a code, these few
frontages represent an expansion of the available
options, which in the practice of conventional
suburbia is usually limited to the 7.5 meters front
yard.
Note: Frontages are independent of building type.
For example, a rowhouse type may have as its
frontage a stoop, a dooryard, or a porch. However,
discretion is necessary in the combination. As
discretion cannot be assumed in the design
process, the acceptable combinations should be
controlled by code.
Thoroughfares are the most common public space
and as such, require careful detailing of the
streetscape; for open space to be effective, it must
be designed with the appropriate landscape.
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RURAL
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TRANSECT
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URBAN

>

RURAL
SUB-URBAN
GENERAL URBAN
URBAN CENTER & URBAN CORE

Rural Road: a very rural condition,
which comprises a road with open
swales drained by percolation and
no separate pedestrian path. Street
trees consist of multiple species
composed in clusters. This type is
suitable within Rural and Edge
Zones, especially when serving
estate lots.

Road: the next most rural condition,
which comprises a road with open
swales drained by percolation and
an informal walking path or bicycle
trail along one side.The street trees
consist of multiple species
composed in clusters. This type is
suitable within Edge Zones.

Residential Street: a generalized
condition, which comprises a street
drained by inlets in raised curbs.
Narrow sidewalks along both sides
are separated from the thoroughfare
by a wide, continuous planter. The
street trees consist of single or
alternating pairs of species aligned in
a regular allée. The trees of the front
yard should be of compatible species.
This type is suitable within General
Zones, especially when enfronting
house and cottage lots.

Residential Street: a typical urban
condition, which comprises a street
with raised curbs drained by inlets.
A narrow, continuous planter
separates wide sidewalks along
both sides from the thoroughfare.
The street trees consist of a single
species aligned in a regular allée.
This type is suitable within Center
Zones, especially when enfronting
rowhouse and apartment lots.

Commercial Street: a very urban
condition, which comprises a street
with raised curbs drained by inlets.
Wide sidewalks along both sides
are
separated
from
the
thoroughfare by small separate
treewells. The street trees consist
of a single species aligned in a
regular allée. This type is suitable
within Center and Core Zones,
especially when serving shop-front
lots. The tree spacing should be
irregular, to stay clear of the
entrances of the shops.
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Thoroughfare Standards

PUBLIC STREETSCAPES

Streetscape: an assemblage of
landscape, walks, and curbs
between the lot line and the
vehicular lanes. A streetscape is
quasi-independent of the width
and capacity of the vehicular lanes.
While thoroughfares would seem
to be primarily for vehicles and
open
space
primarily
for
pedestrians, such categorization
tends to erode the social function
of the public realm. Thoroughfares
are the most common public space
and, as such, require careful
characterization by the streetscape.
Open space, to be effective, must
be designed with the appropriate
landscape.

<

RURAL

Roads are relatively rural,
appropriate generally outside of
the Center and Core Zones.
Since the frontage usually includes
a substantial setback, the tree
canopy may be quite wide.
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l

l

The rural aspect may be
supported by the provision of
alternating tree species in
imperfect alignment. Curbs may
be detailed as open swales with
drainage by percolation where
possible.

l

l

l

Residential Streets are
appropriate for residential
buildings at Center Zones. Trees
are in continuous planting strips,
since the sidewalk does not need
to accommodate the constant
crossings of a commercial street.
A single species of tree should be
planted in steady alignment. A

l

l

l

narrow canopy may be necessary
to avoid interfering with facades
at shallow frontage setbacks. This
type is dimensionally
interchangeable with the
commercial street type and may
vary in correspondence to the
use of the enfronting building.
Streets are detailed with raised
curbs and closed storm drainage.

l

l

l

Commercial Streets are
appropriate for commercial
buildings at Center and Core
Zones. Trees are confined by
individual planters, creating a
sidewalk of maximum width,
with areas accommodating
street furniture. A single species
of tree should be planted in
opportunistic alignment with
storefronts. Clear trunks and
high canopies are necessary to
avoid interference with
shopfronts, signage, and awnings.
Streets are detailed with raised
curbs and closed storm drainage.

l

URBAN

>

Avenues are appropriate as
approaches to civic buildings. The
general principle is that of an
elongated plaza. The median may
be wide enough to hold
monuments and even buildings. In
residential areas, the median may
be wider and planted naturalistically
to become a greenway.
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DEFINITIONS

DEFINITIONS ILLUSTRATED
This section provides definitions for terms in this Code that are
technical in nature or that otherwise may not reflect common
usages.


A. THOROUGHFARE AND FRONTAGES

Private
Frontage

Building

Public
Frontage

Private Lot

Public
Frontage

Vehicular
Lanes

Private
Frontage

Thoroughfare (Right of way)

B. CURB RADIUS

Building
Private Lot

C. BUILDING DISPOSITION

3

3
2

2
1

1

1
1- Principal Building
2- Backbuilding
3- Outbuilding

1-Radius at the Curb
2-Effective Curb Radius (± 2.5 m)

D. LOT LAYERS

E. FRONTAGE LINES, LOT LINES & ELEVATIONS

4

2nd layer
1st layer

F. SETBACKS

2

3

4

1

3

3

1

1

1-Frontage Line
2-Lot Line
3-Facades
4-Elevations

G. NETWORK-BASED PEDESTRIAN SHED

4

4
3

2

3
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4

1st layer

layer

Principal Frontage

2nd & 3rd

4

4

6m

Secondary Frontage

3rd layer

1

`

1

1-Front Setback, Principal
2-Front Setback, Secondary
3-Side Setback
4-Rear Setback
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Definitions
A-Grid: cumulatively, those thoroughfares that by
virtue of their pre-existing pedestrian-supportive
qualities, or their future importance to pedestrian
connectivity, are held to the highest standards
prescribed by this Code. See B-Grid.

B-Grid: cumulatively, those thoroughfares that
by virtue of their use, location, or absence of
pre-existing pedestrian-supportive qualities, may
meet a standard lower than that of the A-Grid.
See A-Grid.

Accessory Building: an outbuilding with an accessory unit.

Backbuilding: a single-story structure connecting
a principal building to an outbuilding.

Accessory Unit: an apartment not greater than 44
square meters sharing ownership and utility connections with a principal building; it may or may
not be within an outbuilding.

Band Sign: a sign that is attached flat on the
exterior front, rear or side wall of any building or
other structure

Address Sign: A sign, generally applied to a building wall, that displays a building’s address.
Allee: a regularly spaced and aligned row of trees
usually planted along a thoroughfare or path.
Alley: a thoroughfare, or access easement, designated to be a secondary means of vehicular
access to the rear or side of properties; an Alley
may connect to a vehicular driveway located to
the rear of lots providing access to outbuildings,
service areas and parking, and containing utility
easements.
Apartment: a residential unit sharing a building
and a lot with other units and/or uses; may be for
rent, or for sale as part of a block. Syn: flat.
Apartment House: (See Table A: Building Types)
Arcade: a private frontage conventional for retail
use wherein the facade is a colonnade supporting habitable space that overlaps the sidewalk,
while the facade at sidewalk level remains at the
frontage line.
Attic: the interior part of a building contained within
a pitched roof structure.
Avenue (AV): a thoroughfare of high vehicular
capacity and low to moderate speed, acting as a
short distance connector between urban centers,
and sometimes equipped with a landscaped
median.
Awning: a fixed or movable shading structure,
cantilevered or otherwise entirely supported from
a building, used to protect outdoor spaces from
sun, rain, and other natural conditions. Awnings
are typically used to cover outdoor seating for
restaurants and cafes.
Awning Sign: Lettering applied directly on the
valance or other vertical portion of an awning

Base Density: the number of dwelling units per
hectare before adjustment for other Functions.
See Density.
Bed and Breakfast: an owner-occupied lodging
type offering 1 to 5 bedrooms, permitted to serve
breakfast in the mornings to guests.
Bicycle Lane (BL): a dedicated lane for cycling
within a moderate-speed vehicular thoroughfare,
demarcated by striping.
Bicycle Route (BR): a thoroughfare suitable
for the shared use of bicycles and cars moving
at low speeds.
Bicycle Track (BT): a cycle way running independently of a vehicular thoroughfare.
Blade Sign: a sign made from rigid material
mounted perpendicular to a building wall with one
side attached or supported by a device extending
from a building wall.
Block: the aggregate of private lots, passages,
rear alleys and rear lanes, circumscribed by
thoroughfares.
Block Face: the aggregate of all the building
façades on one side of a block.
Boulevard (BV): a thoroughfare designed for high
vehicular capacity and moderate speed, traversing
an urbanized area. Boulevards are usually
equipped with slip roads buffering sidewalks
and buildings.
Building Height: the vertical extent of a building
measured in stories.
By Right: characterizing a proposal or component of a proposal for a building scale plan that
complies with the Design Code and is permitted
and processed administratively, without public
hearing. See Exception and Variance.
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Civic: the term defining not-for-profit organizations
dedicated to arts, culture, education, recreation,
government, transport, and municipal parking.
Civic Building: a building operated by not-forprofit organizations dedicated to arts, culture,
education, recreation, government, transit, and
municipal parking, or for use approved by the
legislative body.
Civic Space: an outdoor area dedicated for public
use. Civic space types are defined by the combination of certain physical constraints including the
relationships among their intended use, their size,
their planting and their enfronting buildings.
Civic Zone: designation for public sites dedicated
for civic buildings and civic space.
Clearance: the height above the sidewalk, or
other surface if specified, of the bottom edge of
an element.
Close: A pedestrian way, traversing a block with
housing units and commercial uses along it.
Commercial: the term collectively defining workplace, office, retail, and lodging functions.
Common Area: a planted private frontage wherein
the facade is set back from the frontage line. It is
visually continuous with adjacent yard areas.
Configuration: the form of a building, based on its
massing, Private Frontage, and height.
Continuous planter: a narrow strip of turf bordering
on a public frontage which accommodates street
trees, whether continuous or individual.
Cottage: (See Table A: Building Types)
Courtyard Building: a building that occupies the
boundaries of its lot while internally defining one
or more private patios.

an urbanized and a natural condition, usually
along a waterfront, park, or promontory. One side
has the urban character of a thoroughfare, with
sidewalk and building, while the other has the
qualities of a road or parkway, with naturalistic
planting and rural details.
Driveway: a vehicular lane within a lot, often leading to a garage.
Edgeyard Building: a building that occupies the
center of its lot with setbacks on all sides.
Effective Parking: the amount of parking required
for mixed use after adjustment by the shared
parking factor.
Effective Turning Radius: the measurement of
the inside turning radius taking parked cars into
account.
Elevation: an exterior wall of a building not along
a frontage line. See: Facade.
Encroach: to break the plane of a vertical or horizontal regulatory limit with a structural element,
so that it extends into a setback, into the public
frontage, or above a height limit.
Encroachment: any structural element that breaks
the plane of a vertical or horizontal regulatory limit,
extending into a Setback, into the public frontage,
or above a height limit.
Enfront: to place an element along a frontage, as
in “porches enfront the street.”
Exception: a ruling that would permit a practice
that is not consistent with a specific provision of
this code, but that is justified by its intent.
Facade: the exterior wall of a building that is set
along a frontage line. See Elevation.
Flexhouse: (See Table A: Building Types)

public realm and are therefore more regulated
than the elevations facing other lot lines.
Function: the use or uses accommodated by a
building and its lot, categorized as restricted,
limited, or open, according to the intensity of
the use.
Green: a civic space type for unstructured recreation, spatially defined by planting rather than
building frontages.
Highway: a rural and suburban thoroughfare of
high vehicular speed and capacity. This type is
allocated to the more rural transect zones (T-1,
T-2, and T-3).
Home Occupation: non-retail commercial enterprises. The work quarters should be invisible from
the frontage, located either within the house or in
an outbuilding. Permitted activities are defined by
the restricted office category.
House: (See Table A: Building Types)
Inn: a lodging type, owner-occupied, offering 6 to
12 bedrooms, permitted to serve breakfast in the
mornings to guests.
Large House: (See Table A: Building Types)
Lightwell: A private frontage type that is a belowgrade entrance or recess designed to allow light
into basements.
Liner Building: (See Table A: Building Types)
Lodging: premises available for daily and weekly
renting of bedrooms.
Lot: a parcel of land accommodating a building
or buildings of unified design. The size of a lot
is controlled by its width in order to determine
the grain (i.e., fine grain or coarse grain) of the
urban fabric.

Courtyard Type: (See Table A: Building Types)

Flex Building: (See Table A: Building Types)

Curb: the edge of the vehicular pavement that may
be raised or flush to a scale. It usually incorporates
the drainage system.

Forecourt: a private frontage wherein a portion of
the facade is close to the frontage line and the
central portion is set back.

Design Speed: is the velocity at which a thoroughfare tends to be driven without the constraints of
signage or enforcement.

Frontage: the area between a building facade
and the vehicular lanes, inclusive of its built and
planted components. frontage is divided into
private frontage and public frontage.

Manufacturing: premises available for the creation,
assemblage and/or repair of artifacts, using tablemounted electrical machinery or artisanal equipment, and including their retail sale.

Frontage Line: a lot line bordering a public frontage. Facades facing frontage lines define the

Marquee: a tall rooflike projection above a theater
entrance, usually containing the name of a cur-

Disposition: the placement of a building on its
lot.
Drive: a thoroughfare along the boundary between

Lot Line: the boundary that legally and geometrically demarcates a lot.
Lot Width: the length of the principal frontage
line of a lot.

rently featured play or film and its stars.
Median: the dividing area between two opposing
lanes of traffic. Within boulevards and avenues,
medians may be planted with predominately
single species trees.
Mixed Use: multiple functions within the same
building through superimposition or adjacency, or
in multiple buildings by adjacency, or at a proximity determined by exception..
Neighborhood Planning Area: a neighborhood
boundary identifying areas considered as complete neighborhoods in the regulating plan.
Office: premises available for the transaction of
general business but excluding retail, artisanal
and manufacturing uses.
Open Space: land intended to remain undeveloped; it may be for civic space.
Outbuilding: an accessory building, usually
located toward the rear of the same lot as a principal building, and sometimes connected to the
principal building by a backbuilding.
Outdoor Display Case: A sign consisting of a
lockable metal or wood framed cabinet with a
transparent window or windows, mounted onto a
building wall or freestanding support.
Park: a civic space type that is a natural preserve
available for unstructured recreation.
Parking Garage: a building containing one or more
stories of parking above grade.
Passage (PS): a pedestrian connector, open or
roofed, that passes between buildings to provide
shortcuts through long blocks and connect rear
parking areas to frontages.
Path (PT): a pedestrian way traversing a Park or
rural area, with landscape matching the contiguous open space, ideally connecting directly with
the urban sidewalk network.
Plaza: a civic space type designed for civic purposes and commercial activities in the more urban
transect zones, generally paved and spatially
defined by building frontages.
Principal Building: the main building on a lot, usually located toward the frontage.
Principal Entrance: the main point of access for
pedestrians into a building.
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Definitions
Principal Frontage: On corner lots, the private frontage designated to bear the address and principal
entrance to the building, and the measure of minimum lot width. Prescriptions for the parking layers
pertain only to the principal frontage. Prescriptions
for the first layer pertain to both frontages of a
corner lot.
Private Frontage: the privately held Layer between
the frontage line and the principal building facade.
Public Parking lot: Publicly accessible multi-story
carpark or parking lot.
Public Frontage: the area between the curb of the
vehicular lanes and the frontage line.
Rear Alley (RA): a vehicular way located to the rear
of lots providing access to service areas, parking,
and outbuildings and containing utility easements.
Rear alleys should be paved from building face to
building face, with drainage by inverted crown at
the center or with roll curbs at the edges.
Rear Lane (RL): a vehicular way located to the
rear of lots providing access to service areas,
parking, and outbuildings and containing utility
easements. Rear lanes may be paved lightly to
driveway standards. The streetscape consists of
gravel or landscaped edges, has no raised curb,
and is drained by percolation.
Rearyard Building: a building that occupies the
full Frontage Line, leaving the rear of the lot as
the sole yard.
Regulating Plan: a zoning map or set of maps
that shows general areas of transect zones, civic
zones, thoroughfares, special districts if any, and
special requirements if any, of areas subject to,
or potentially subject to, regulation by the code.

intended to be designed and developed by one
Sub-developer such as the Town Center, Regional
Center along Via Panama Norte, or a portion of a
neighborhood.

Square: a civic space type designed for unstructured recreation and civic purposes, spatially
defined by building frontages and consisting of
paths, lawns and trees, formally disposed.

Secondary Frontage: on corner lots, the private
frontage that is not the principal frontage. As it
affects the public realm, its first layer is regulated.

Stoop: a private frontage wherein the facade is
aligned close to the frontage line with the First
floor elevated from the sidewalk for privacy, with an
exterior stair and landing at the entrance.

Semi-detached Building: a building that occupies
one side of the lot with a setback on the other
side.
Setback: the area of a lot measured from the lot line
to a building facade or elevation that is maintained
clear of permanent structures, with the exception
of encroachments.
Shared Parking Factor: an accounting for parking spaces that are available to more than one
Function.
Shared Surface (SS): a vehicular and pedestrian
way in which the pedestrian way and the vehicular
way are not distinguished physically or through
signage.
Shopfront: a private frontage conventional for
retail use, with substantial glazing and an awning,
wherein the facade is aligned close to the frontage
line with the building entrance at sidewalk grade.
Sidewalk: the paved section of the public frontage
dedicated exclusively to pedestrian activity.
Sidewalk Sign: a movable freestanding sign that is
typically double-sided, places at the entrance to a
business to attract pedestrians.
Sideyard House: (See Table A: Building Types)

Residential: characterizing premises available for
long-term human dwelling.

Slip Road: an outer vehicular lane or lanes of a
thoroughfare, designed for slow speeds while inner lanes carry higher speed traffic, and separated
from them by a planted median.

Retail: characterizing premises available for the
sale of merchandise and food service.

Specialized Building: a building that is not subject
to residential, commercial, or lodging classification.

Retail Frontage: Frontage that requires the provision of a storefront, encouraging the floor level to
be available for retail use.

Special District (SD): an area that, by its intrinsic
function, disposition, or configuration, cannot or
should not conform to one or more of the normative
transect zones. Special districts may be mapped
and regulated at the regional scale or the community scale.

Road (RD): a local, rural and suburban thoroughfare of low-to-moderate vehicular speed and
capacity. This type is allocated to the more rural
Transect Zones (T1-T3).
Sector Planning Area: a development area that is
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Special Requirements: provisions designated on a
regulating plan or other map requiring or advising
special treatment of lots and buildings.

Story: a habitable level within a building, excluding
an attic or raised basement.
Street (ST): a local urban thoroughfare of low speed
and capacity.
Streetscreen: a freestanding wall built along the
frontage line, or coplanar with the facade.

Substantial Modification: alteration to a building that
is valued at more than 50% of the replacement cost
of the entire building, if new.
T-zone: Transect zone.
Terminated Vista: a location at the axial conclusion
of a thoroughfare.
Townhouse: (See Table A: Building Types)
Thoroughfare: a way for use by vehicular and pedestrian traffic and to provide access to lots and
open spaces, consisting of vehicular lanes and the
public frontage.

the turn.
Variance: a ruling that would permit a practice that
is not consistent with either a specific provision or
the Intent of this code.
Window Sign: A sign placed or painted on the
interior of a shopfront window ot a window of a
business door.
Work-Live: a mixed use unit consisting of a commercial and residential function. It typically has
a substantial commercial component that may
accommodate employees and walk-in trade. The
unit is intended to function predominantly as work
space with incidental residential accommodations
that meet basic habitability requirements.
Yard Sign: a permanent freestanding sign on a private frontag, including a supporting post or posts.
Yield: characterizing a thoroughfare that has
two-way traffic but only one effective travel lane
because of parked cars, necessitating slow movement and driver negotiation. Also, characterizing
parking on such a thoroughfare.
Zoning Map: the official map or maps that are part of
the zoning ordinance and delineate the boundaries
of individual zones and districts.

Transect: a cross-section of the environment showing a range of different habitats. The transect is
divided into six zones describing the physical form
and character of a place, according to the density
and intensity of its land use.
Transect Zone (T-zone): One of several areas on a
zoning map. Transect Zones are administratively
similar to the land use zones in conventional codes,
except that in addition to the usual building use,
density, height, and setback requirements, other
elements of the intended habitat are integrated,
including those of the private lot and building and
public frontage.
Transition Line: transition lines may consist of a
continuos shallow balcony; a short setback; or a
slightly articulated trim course.
Turning Radius: the curved edge of a thoroughfare
at an intersection, measured at the inside edge
of the vehicular tracking. The smaller the turning
radius, the smaller the pedestrian crossing distance
and the more slowly the vehicle is forced to make
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